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would be

What Is “Hermeneutic Markup”?
Interpretive
Expressive
Responsive
Idiosyncratic
Peculiar
Open-ended

Oriented towards process not product

<sonnet>
<octave>
<quatrain>
<line>A sudden blow: the great wings beating still</line>
<line>Above
staggering
Mark upthe
a sonnet
– twicegirl, her thighs caressed</line>
<line>By the dark webs, her nape caught in his bill,</line>
Onceholds
with verse
structure breast upon his breast.</line>
<line>He
her helpless
Once for grammar/phrasing
</quatrain>
<quatrain>
– then merge them –
<line>How can those terrified vague fingers push</line>
<line>The feathered glory from her loosening thighs?</line>
<line>And how can body, laid in that white rush,</line>
<line>But feel the strange heart beating where it lies?</line>
</quatrain>
</octave>
<sestet>
<sonnet><s><phr>A sudden blow:</phr> <phr>the great wings beating still
<tercet>
Above the staggering girl,</phr> <phr>her thighs caressed
<line>A shudder in the loins engenders there</line>
By the dark webs,</phr> <phr>her nape caught in his bill,</phr>
<line>The broken wall, the burning roof and tower</line>
<phr>He holds her helpless breast upon his breast.</phr></s>
<line>And Agamemnon dead. Being so caught up,</line>
<s><phr>How can those terrified vague fingers push
</tercet>
The feathered glory from her loosening thighs?</phr></s>
<tercet>
<s><phr>And how can body,</phr> <phr>laid in that white rush,</phr>
<line>So mastered by the brute blood of the air,</line>
<phr>But feel the strange heart beating where it lies?</phr></s>
<line>Did she put on his knowledge with his power</line>
<s><phr>A shudder in the loins engenders there
<line>Before the indifferent beak could let her drop?</line>
The broken wall,</phr> <phr>the burning roof and tower
</tercet>
And Agamemnon dead.</phr></s> <s><phr>Being so caught up,</phr>
</sestet>
<phr>So mastered by the brute blood of the air,</phr>
</sonnet>
<phr>Did she put on his knowledge with his power
So why only “almost”?
Before the indifferent beak could let her drop?</phr></s></sonnet>
Merging them isn't so easy:

(Almost) An Example

XML doesn't do overlap

How much
do you know?

von Neumann

Turing
Chomsky

?
Should you have to be an expert
in formal languages to use
markup technologies
successfully?

Melanie Carlstad

Abby Carlstad

Like an iceberg
How big is it?
How close are we?
How much do we see?

Photo by Dr. Robert Ricker, NOAA
http://www.photolib.noaa.gov/htmls/rikr0119.htm

Dr Birnbaum's Dilemma
“In Defense of Invalid SGML” (1997)
Who decides how we may mark up a text?
System designer, or document encoder?
(Why are these roles at odds?)

Anomalies are interesting
In the real world, texts are
mostly, but not entirely, regular
in structure —

Snapshot of Sartor Resartus, by Thos. Carlyle
(Boston: James Munroe and co., 2nd ed. 1834)
Copy in the University of California Library
Scanned by Google Books (books.google.com)

Call this the “fractal geometry of information”
(after Benoit Mandelbrot, The Fractal Geometry of Nature)

Sources

Today's Architecture

Markup

Assumptions:
Schema (and processes) are complete and fixed
They are designed by experts with prior knowledge
– of significant textual features and phenomena
– of processing goals
Markup serves the end of “production”
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This is appropriate for publishing systems, whose
primary requirement is to scale up to hundreds
of thousands of texts of a given type, not to
describe a single text sui generis.
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Thesis:
An interpretive “work” (edition, essay,
monograph, schema, hypertext) is not
a hermeneutic act, but the relic, trace,
or residue of one.

The older architecture remains available
in the new one, which still scales
(if you want).
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— Desiderata —
Openness and accessibility
Gentle learning curve
Build on current infrastructure
Data model supporting arbitrary overlap
One or more hierarchies, or none
Flexible and extensible standard schemas
Ad-hoc schemas
More than one schema per document
Extensible annotation framework
Annotations can be structured and tagged
For ms of scholar ship enabled by mar kup
“Basis” (or “platform”) editions, anthologies and collections
Scholarly editions (genetic, variorum, critical, etc.)
Networked annotation applications for research and classroom
Innovative modeling for “synoptic” and “hermeneutic” work
Allowing us to trace the evolution of textual structure

What is r equir ed:
External, non-proprietary (“standard”) specifications
Reasonably lightweight and learnable
A generalized data model that supports:
Arbitrary (and “accidental”) overlap
Multiple concurrent hierarchies
Layered, structured, tagged annotations
Descriptive extensibility ad hoc
User interfaces for the model, including:
A clean serialization syntax
Various GUI widgetry
Pr omising developments:
Schema, transformation and query languages Maturation of XML technologies
Stylesheets for known document types
Including querying, transformation, validation
Processes including:
Proliferation of freestyle annotation applications
Query, transformation and conversion
(You know who you are)
Schema validation and derivation
Convergence of initiatives for dealing with overlap
XML induction/extraction
MLCD (TexMECS/Goddag), LMNL,
XStandoff, EARMARK and others
Emergence of digital humanities
More widespread understanding of the issues

